**Thomas Taylor Redline XTL**
Narrowest drawing arc with no hook at the finish. Precision narrow bias. Designed for indoor surfaces and fast outdoor surfaces.

**Thomas Taylor Redline**
Narrow drawing arc with no hook at the finish. Recommended primarily for all indoor surfaces and artificial outdoor surfaces.

**Drakes Pride Advantage**
Narrow drawing arc with no hook at the finish. Recommended primarily for all indoor surfaces and artificial outdoor surfaces.

**Thomas Taylor Vector VS**
Narrow drawing arc with no hook at the finish. Recommended primarily for all indoor surfaces and artificial outdoor surfaces.

**Henselite Dreamline**
Narrow drawing arc with no hook at the finish with a straighter run into the jack then the Classic II, making them the narrowest Henselite bowl.

**Greenmaster Power**
Narrow drawing arc with no hook at the finish. Recommended primarily for all indoor surfaces and artificial outdoor surfaces.

**Thomas Taylor Ace**
Slightly wider drawing arc than the Vector with no hook at the finish. Recommended for all indoor and outdoor surfaces.

**Henselite ABT-2000**
Medium bias bowl holds a tight line to the jack with a hard hook at the end. Recommended for all indoor and outdoor surfaces.

**Greenmaster Premier**
Medium bias bowl holds a unique line to the jack with very little hook at the end. Recommended for all indoor and outdoor surfaces.

**Thomas Taylor International**
Similar to the Taylor Ace but with a stronger finish. Recommended for all indoor and outdoor surfaces.

**Drakes Pride Professional**
Similar to the Taylor Ace but with a stronger finish. Recommended for all indoor and outdoor surfaces.

**Henselite Tiger II**
This bowl has a draw line in between the Dreamline, and Classic II, making it an ideal choice for indoor & fast outdoor bowling surfaces.

**Henselite Classic II**
Made to run straighter, and finish with less pronounced hook. The Classic II is ideal for attacking difficult heads, and is recommended for all indoor surfaces.

**Henselite Tiger**
This bowl has a draw line in between the Classic, and Classic II, making it an ideal choice for both Indoor and outside bowling surfaces.

**Greenmaster ProLine**
Greenmaster Pro-line is a slightly wider-drawing bowl than the power & premier. It’s perfect for players requiring a controled swing into the jack.

**Henselite Emerald**
Made with the famous Classic Bias but a little straighter in the finish of its turn by comparison because of its weight distribution.

**Henselite Classic**
Original henselite bowl, with the “classic” hook finish. A wider drawing bowl more suited to outdoor bowling, or heavier artificial surfaces.